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Davis & Davis Adds Two Key New Staff Members 

Farmington Hills Commercial Design Firm is Growing!  

Farmington Hills, Mich. (November 9, 2022) – Davis & Davis Interior Design is proud to 

announce the hiring of Amer Sahoury, Senior Designer and Project Manager and Jeremiah 

Doornbos, Senior Project Designer and Project Architect. As stated by Jamie Jordan, partner, “It 

is very exciting to add these two very experienced individuals to our firm! Both bring a wealth 

of industry knowledge to our growing firm.” 

Amer received his undergraduate and graduate degrees from the University of Michigan’s 

Taubman college of Architecture and Urban Planning. He has spent most of his design career in 

New York City working with industry leading clients on projects such as Wells Fargo HQ in 

Hudson Yards, MetLife HQ at the renowned 200 Park Ave Building, and Abbot Downing offices 

at the Landmark GM Building. With a focus on high-end hospitality, retail, and corporate 

interiors, Amer bridges the gap between Interior Design, Architecture, and Project 

Management to ensure that the Client’s requirements and vision are implemented successfully 

and seamlessly through all phases of the project. 

Jeremiah attended Lawrence Technical University for his undergraduate architecture degree 

and he received a Masters Degree in Architecture from the University of Michigan. Jeremiah 

has been involved in a number of high profiled projects, including, the FirstMerit Bank 

corporate office renovation, UWM Pontiac Campus expansion, The M Den Detroit and the 

Rivian Automotive new design studio. With more than 20 years of experience in leading teams 

of designers and consultants through the development of a project, is fully capable of balancing 

the design intent with a project budget. Jeremiah has the following registrations: AIA 

(Associate), LEED, AP and NCARB. 

Howard Davis, partner added, “Jeremy brings a wealth of experience and a high level of 

expertise to our firm. He has an extensive knowledge of design, construction documentation 

and the built environment. In addition, his organizational skills and keen attention to detail 

enable him to manage and streamline multiple projects concurrently. Jeremy is a pleasure to 

work with, his easy manner and clear communication make him a trusted resource for staff and 

clients. 
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Amer has further enhanced our design capabilities and expertise. He brings a wealth of 

experience in high-end corporate and public works projects with an exceptional design sense 

and a focused attention to detail. His architectural experience in all phases, makes him a very 

effective and valuable team member. His communication and organizational skills along with 

his positive attitude will ensure client satisfaction and project success. 

 

About Davis & Davis: 

Davis + Davis, established in 1990 by founders Michelle and Howard Davis, believes in the 

compelling and persuasive power of design. Over the past 32 years, we have developed and 

refined our proven process to address both form and function, as evident in our highly-

regarded portfolio of work. We begin by exploring project goals with our clients, analyzing 

existing conditions, and engaging clients in the programming process. This results in innovative 

space planning, optimized function, and an enhanced team experience that gives employees a 

sense of ownership and autonomy, while also supporting collaboration, innovation, and 

productivity. Through the manifestation of the creative process, our team continually strives to 

create thoughtfully imaginative spaces using form, light, texture, color, and architectural details 

in three-dimensional artistry to develop a unified, cohesive vision for each project. We place 

emphasis on reflecting each client’s unique culture in a way that cannot be reproduced in the 

virtual, digital world. 

Award-winning designs, ranging from corporate office and commercial repositioning projects, 

to multi-family, senior living, retail, and religious spaces, are exhibited in Davis + Davis’ 

portfolio. With an affinity toward compelling, contemporary narratives, we conceptualize and 

deliver transformative projects, primarily through renovation work, that express intention and 

innovation in environmentally sustainable, elevated, human-centric environments.   

Our team holds a strong conviction that spaces in which people live, work, and play should be 

memorable, functionally supportive, and have a positive impact on the human experience, with 

a profound effect on people’s health, productivity, and mood as they interact within the space. 

We all have a physiological response to our sense of place and how we experience it. Our sense 

of wellbeing is realized when our physical space functions well, provides safety measures, and is 

engaging and beautiful. Davis + Davis specializes in creating exceptional spaces to elevate the 

human experience. For more information, visit: www.davisinteriordesign.com or contact 

directly at: 30500 Northwestern Hwy., Suite 311, Farmington Hills, MI 48334 (248) 855-7040 
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Connect with Davis & Davis:  

Facebook: www.facebook.com/DavisDavisDesign  

Instagram: www.instagram.com/davis_and_davis  

Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/company/davis-&-davis-interior-design  
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